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1. Introduction.  The Disney strategy you can use to inspire supporters.

Whether or not you are a fan of Disney theme parks, if you are interested in the fundraising 
wisdom of providing great customer (donor) service, then they are a great place to look for 
inspiration.

In particular, one thing that sets them apart is how they create memories and shared experi-
ences. 

Here is one example of how they do this. Most theme parks charge you (quite a lot) every time 
you want to buy a photo of your family on a ride or with a character. Disney don’t do this. 

Instead they give you them all for one relatively low price and they have photographers all 
over the park so there are lots of great photos for you to choose from.

Why? Part of their strategy is to deliberately help create powerful memories. And I’ve found 
that a really useful way to look at our fundraising activities is with this question:

‘What could we possibly do to help create positive, lasting memories for our 
donors?’

Disney spend millions deliberately helping create memories, but I’m going to share some low 
cost ideas for how you can find answers to this question for your charity.

Before I share the examples, here is a little bit of theory that underpins the magic of memo-
ry-making.

2. The customer experience – KPMG Nunwood Six Pillars

The KPMG Nunwood website has numerous useful research papers and reports on the custom-
er experience that are helpful for fundraisers looking to improve their charity’s results in this 
area.

You can find them here: http://www.nunwood.com/customer-experience-excellence-centre/

They have developed a ‘Six Pillars’ model for the customer experience. The six pillars are: 

Personalisation; Empathy; Time and Effort; Integrity; Expectations; Resolution

Personalisation – you’re more likely to remember things that are personally important and 
make you feel good about yourself. Personalisation can boost our self-esteem. 
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Empathy – it is important to be human in our interactions and listen to supporters’ needs and 
expectations. Yes, be systematic where possible (ie if it makes for a better donor experience), 
but see it as a tool to help you, rather than a replacement. 

Time and effort – how easy is donating to you? Calling you?  Emailing you? 

Integrity – we like people who are like us; we are more likely to trust people we like; and 
we’re more likely to remember people we like. 

Expectations – Are our information and opportunities to donate consistent or do we cause 
dissonance by flitting between subjects?

Resolution – a problem unresolved causes bad memories. A problem heroically solved cre-
ates positive emotions.

Personalisation – you’re more likely to remember things that are personally important and 
make you feel good about yourself. Personalisation can boost our self-esteem.

What ideas do these six concepts give you to improve your donors’ experi-
ence of supporting your charity?  Even if considering the six gives you one 
or two small, practical ways to make improvements, this is how progress is 
made. 

?
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3. Translating the Six Pillars to memory making

One way to make use of these 6 pillars is to break down the making of memories into three 
stages, and deliberately think of simple ways you can make each one easier or more likely. The 
three stages are:

Co-create – ie Creating the memory in the first place. KPMG Nunwood talk about ‘co-creating 
an experience that is memorable and anchored around an emotion, change or novelty.’

Capture and curate – enable the donor to capture and manage the memory

Share – make it easy for that memory to be shared with others through conversation and 
social media.

And I’ve found tactics to build memorable moments can be divided into three categories - the 
following 11 tactics fit into these three categories:

A) Create great first impressions;
B) Create emotional peaks; 
C) Create lasting impressions.

A) Create great first impressions 

1: Try out Virtual Reality 
This creates an immersive experience that creates a lasting memory. It is far cheaper than 
most people would imagine and Amnesty International UK found retention and average gifts 
increased when they used it in street fundraising. 

2: Focus on something not obvious 
For example, the Amnesty pen pack, which creates a powerful first impression through out-
standing storytelling and copywriting. In their excellent book Made to Stick, one of the crucial 
influencing principles that Chip and Dan Heath explore is Finding the Unexpected or Not Ob-
vious fact. Read more about the Amnesty pack on SOFII: http://sofii.org/case-study/amnes-
ty-international-the-pen-pack 
 
3: Explore ways to create a more real experience
World Vision have invested heavily in creating an immersive and memorable experience in 
their ‘Story Shop’ display in the Westfield shopping centre. Read more here: http://www.
worldvision.org.uk/get-involved/story-shop/ and here: http://www.worldvision.org.uk/news-
and-views/latest-news/2016-news/april/prestigious-award-interactive-fundraising-experi-
ence/  

Even if a live experience cannot fit with your strategy or resources, are there some other ways 
you could bring the first impression to life? For example, when you telephone Wateraid, while 
you are being put through to the right department you hear an African celebration song. 
In what way could you help your donor come closer to feeling what your charity’s mission is 
about?
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4: Be disciplined in updating your thank you letters. 
Do you use template thank you letters? When was the last time you updated them? Are they 
inspiring and tell a great story of what the donors’ gift will achieve? You only get one chance 
to make a first impression, so make it count with amazing welcome materials and thank you 
letters.

What could you test from these four examples to create fabulous first im-
pressions? 

?

B) Create Emotional Peaks

5: Organise ‘thankathons’
Create opportunities for the whole organisation to thank donors, eg by phone or through film, 
eg Charity Water colleagues create fun videos to thank specific supporters. Featured here, 
along with four others: https://stevewg.wordpress.com/2013/08/26/5-brill-charity-thank-you-
videos/ 

Other good examples come from Send a Cow. Their thank you days involve the whole organ-
isation, trustees included. Read more here: http://www.worldvision.org.uk/news-and-views/
latest-news/2016-news/april/prestigious-award-interactive-fundraising-experience/  

6: Send birthday and gift anniversary cards. 
Surprise donors by wishing them a happy birthday or sending them something to celebrate an 
anniversary of their giving.

7: Thank sponsors of Marathon runners. 
Charities spend a lot of time stewarding and thanking people who take part in events, but how 
much time do you spend on the people who generously sponsor those runners and cyclists? 
For instance, the day of the event is a great opportunity for this.

8: Show you care. 
What data do you (legally) record that can help you show that you really recognise the donor 
as an individual? Watch Tom Gaffny tell his story about the donor care he received from Food 
for the Poor after the Boston Bombing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tys6jD1CnA0 
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What ideas could you test from this section to create emotional peaks?

?

C) Last / most recent impressions

If first impressions count, then so do last impressions. How can you make things memorable 
and show you remember the supporter? 

9: Make it stand out. 
Adding a Post-it note, handwritten message or even using a different colour pen can all get 
your message noticed and even boost response. Read about the power of a Post-it note here: 
http://www.behaviouralinsights.co.uk/uncategorized/paper-of-the-week-using-post-it-notes-
to-increase-survey-responses/ 

10: ‘I saw this and thought of you’. 
Send a press clipping on a subject that you know the supporter is interested in. This could be 
about one aspect of your work or a project the donor has previously given to. It helps show 
the supporter they are important to your charity.

11: Make the most of your thank you page. 
When someone makes an online donation, what page do you send them to on your website? 
Is it personalised? Does it tell a story? Could you use video to make people feel great about 
having donated? Some ideas are here: http://www.nptechforgood.com/2014/07/06/6-fresh-
ideas-for-your-nonprofits-thank-you-landing-page/ and here: https://www.thebalance.com/
post-donation-thank-you-pages-2502428 

What ideas could you test from this section to help create great last/most 
recent impressions?

?
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You’ve been working on:

Conclusion

Taking steps to make positive memories is not only the right thing to do – our charities only 
exist because our donors give – but it also strengthens the relationship with the donor. And 
stronger donor relationships have numerous benefits to the success of your future fundraising. 

For instance, your next appeal becomes more likely to succeed; donors are more likely to say 
yes when you ask for help; people have a reason to talk about you and tell others how great an 
organisation you are.


